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Techniques of asymptotic analysis are used to obtain the leading large time behaviour 

of the canonical hamiltonian in the interaction picture. The structure of asymptotic spaces 

and symmetry realization modes of non-abelian gauge theories is discussed. An explicit 

(non-local) expression is obtained for the non-abelian Coulomb potential. 

1. Introduction 

In ref. [l] techniques of asymptotic analysis were used to study the large time 
behaviour of gauge theories in a covariant context. Through the construction of an 
asymptotic dynamics (in the sense of Kulish and Faddeev [2]) one characterized 
the asymptotic spaces and the symmetry realization modes of non-abelian gauge 
theories. 

In this paper a similar analysis is carried out in the canonical quantization forma- 
lism. The general results concerning the structure of the asymptotic spaces are, of 
course, expected to be the same as in ref. [I]. However, because one may have, for 
the same physical theory, many different asymptotic dynamics (the only condition 
being that matrix elements at Jtl + 03 are the same as in the exact theory), one 
might hope to obtain some additional information in thecanonical formalism. In 
fact, the canonical asymptotic analysis yields an explicit expression for the non- 
abelian static (Coulomb) potential with a rich dynamical non-local structure. 

In sect. 2 the basic notations are introduced and a particular splitting of the 
canonical momentum is specified which is appropriate for the analysis in the inter- 
action picture and yields a simple solution of the constraint equation. The main 
result in this section is eq. (2.15) for the leading asymptotic behaviour of the static 
hamiltonian. 

In sect. 3, drawing on the results of ref. [l], one discusses briefly the structure 
of the asymptotic spaces and in sect. 4 one obtains the static kernels (effective 
potentials) in situations of physical interest. 
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2. Aymptotic hamiltonian 

Let L be the lagrangian of a non-abelian gauge theory in the first-order formalism 

[31 

L = $(i$ - gTa8, - M) $ t $F;,,,F’~ - ~F$,(WB~ - avB: - gfab&B~> . 

(2.1) 
Separating L into its canonical parts: 

L = CPi4’ - H(P, 4) -C&t”(p) 4) , 
i a 

(2.2) 

leads to the following hamiltonian density and constraint equation: 

Bl(X) = ~n~nq + ~<aiBi” - agf - gf,bS~B~)(a’Bi, - a’B6 - gfabcBibBjc) 

- $(iy’ai -A!) $ + g$yiTa$B4 , (2.3) 

[6& - gfat&‘I J$ = -gll/‘Tarl/ , (2.4) 

with BE playing the role of the set of Lagrange multipliers X,. 
At this stage the traditional procedure is to split the gauge field canonical mo- 

mentum 

rrf = -F$i = -&& + aiB$+ gf,d$$, (2.5) 

into transverse and longitudinal parts, 

n; = ai40 + n;T = $ + nfT , 
T 

witha.+ =O, I I 

use the constraint equation to eliminate nyL and a gauge choice to separate the 
independent canonical variables in the set Bf. With this choice however, the rela- 
tion between Qa and Bq in the interaction picture is not straightforward and the 
asymptotic analysis becomes somewhat more involved. For our purpose it is more 
convenient to use the natural splitting of zi following from eq. (2.5) and set: 

~j = ~~” + ~12’ ) 

7r(‘) = -a&i , -I “f2) = ai& + ggo X & . (2.6) 

This and the choice of the radiation gauge * (ai@i = aid’) = 0) yield the following 

* As recognized by several authors [4] the Coulomb gauge may lead to ambiguities in non- 

abelian theories. This is, in fact, true for any gauge and is related to the topological obstruc- 

tion one meets in trying to prolong a local gauge section to a global one [S]. However, as 

long as one is concerned with small deformations around a classical solution this is not a 
serious problem because the existence of local gauge sections can be proved [ 61. 
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hamiltonian density in canonical form: 

91=9&+81,t91,, 

where zr2) should be understood as standing for a solution of the equation 

[ai - &$iX] 7$” = -g$+_T$ + ggi X 7$‘) . (2.7) 

a0 is the free and% + 9ts the interaction hamiltonian densities. In the interaction 
picture the fields G(x) and 12i(X) have the following momentum expansions defined 
for all times: 

~(~1 =GJ$$ E [bp) u(p) eeip x + cl+@) @I eip “I ) (2.8a) 
P 

The normalization factor in Bi(X) is chosen to make the g(k) and _a+@) operators 
dimensionless. With rr’) = -a& and (2.7) the hamiltonian H(t) in the interaction 
picture becomes a functional of the momentum operators alone. 

Denoting by J the right-hand side of eq. (2.7) , 

Ja = -gG+Ta$ •t gfab&n[l)c , 

a solution of (2.7) is 

+)a = ai [(&)a;-2Jb] . (2.9) 

The operator V2 is well-defined as an integral operator and the formal matrix 
l/(1 - 44) stands for the power series 1 + M + M2 + . . . with 

Mab = gf,,bv-2Bfai (2.10) 

Choosing the solution (2.9) the term xr’) . _rrf2) in $& may be dropped and Ifs(t) = 
J d3x$& becomes 

H,(t) = -;j-d 3x [V2(+&F2Jb+)) ( (&)ab,V-2Jbf(X)] . (2.11) 

Our goal now is to obtain the large time leading asymptotic behaviour of H(t) = 
J d3xsc(x). Let us analyse the H,(t) term. Use the momentum expansions (2.8) to 
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represent P(x) as 

Jb(x) = jd3p d3p’{Fl(p, p’) ei(P-p')x t F,(p, p’) ei@+?“jX 

+ F3@, p’) e--i(P+P’b + F4(p, p’) ,i(P’-~)X} . (2.12) 

Using eqs. (2.8b) and (2.10) and the integral representation of VT*, one obtains for 
the F,F, contribution to H,(t): 

-; (m3Jd3p d3q 6 bb$d3k -& ,@CD, P - k) Ff’(q, q + k) exp [it b” 

_ 0, - k)O t q" - (q t k)‘]] + 2gf,,,$13k d3s 

1 
X ____ c iki 

Ik + fs,*‘j(s’ t, Ik _ $12 Flbb, P - k - is) Ff”(q, q t k - is) 

X exp[it[p’ - (p - k - is)’ + q” - (q + k -is)‘]] + . . . , (2.13) 

where 

t ~~(--sh)uc+(-sX)e'~~'}. 

In the infinite sum, (2.13) a typical nth order term is: 

-(-i)“gfb,,,lf=l,,laf, ...fan_Icnb’ s d3k d3sr . . . d3s, 

n-1 

1 
X BC’(s 

,k+&,* 

I’ m 
t) (k+ c ;si - ;s& 

n-1 

i=l 

Ik + c ;sj - ~s,~* 
i=1 

x .., x Bicn”(Sl, t) (k-CfSi)i,F;@,p_k_~~, 
Ik - C &sil* 

24) Ff’(q, q + k - x+si) 

X exp[itb’ - (p - k - Cisi)’ + q” - (q + k - C$i)O}] . (2.14) 

For each other n there are n +I terms corresponding to different combinations of 
the minus signs in the si’s. The leading large time behaviour of each term is ob- 
tained by doing n partial integrations on dlsr I . . . dls, I followed by a residue evalua- 
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tion of the Ikl 5 0 contribution. This is illustrated below for the 1 st order term: 

1 
- ; gfbcb (2#/2 ~-~d& g exp[it& -uJ . k t O(k’)] JdCl&q 

i 

q(o+x) a,(ox) q(O-A) a;(ox) 
x f(vp+vq).S^_-l+~(vpt”q).gt~ 1 F4‘@~p-k)Ff(wtk). 

The angular integration in da, requires some catuion. For each i-direction one 
chooses 2 transverse polarizations a,(Ol) and ~~(02). However, in the limit s -+ 0 

transverse polarizations lose operational meaning. One therefore projects out these 
operators in a fixed basis (I = {ax, aY, a,} where the z-direction is taken to be the 
direction of Y = i(u, + uJ. The dC& angular integration can then be carried out and 

the result is: 

-s = dCl,t;, h {...} = t.(gr(V’)k +g2(V)k. VP} . {a -a+}, 

where 

gr(V)= d+-$ ln--- 
( i 

1+v 1 

1-V V2’ 

ga(v)= i-5 In y_IVt $-. 
C 1 

For future applications one registers the values g,(O) = $ and g*(O) = 0. 
The operators u are the infrared limits of a(kh). For these “infrared boson opera- 

tors” to satisfy a well-defined algebra the normalization chosen for Bj(x) is essential, 
because then the dimensionless commutator 

[a,(kh), a+b(k’h’)] = (2qJ363(k - k’) h&,h’ , 

can, in the limit k + 0, consistently lead to [if, uibf] = hiiSC, . 
For the d!Clk angular integration one defines a unit triad fi (i = 1, 2, 3) where i3 - 

6, = up - uq/ IuP - uq I and t^t and iZ are two orthogonal directions transverse to the 
relative velocity v, = vP - I.+. After performing the dR, angular integration (up to 

O(k2) contributions), a residue evaluation of the pole at k = 0 takes care of the dk 
integral. The leading large time behaviour of the lst-order term is therefore, 

;fbcb’ IT3 03/2 i k~(v) j3 + g2(v) i3 . VP) . Ck - i4> GYP, PI &(a s> . 

For the higher-order (in g) terms of (2.14) the integrations in d3s (at small fixed 
k) are identical to the 1 St-order case. The main difference comes from the angular 
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dR, integration where now even powers of cos @k and sin & lead to non-vanishing 
contributions for the projections on gr and ia. For the dk integration one uses 

1 

pq 
i7re(t)(itu,)n ~ ’ 

k” 
0 -1 

~xPex~(~~~rkx) = (n +p>(n _ l)! , 

for n and p integers of the same parity. 
Finally one obtains for the leading large time behaviour of H,(t) the result, 

Kit) = 8nsJd3p d3q @‘%P, P> + F%P, ~11 h c 2ntktl 

r n,k (2n+k- l)! 
(n+kfO) 

#z+k- l)! 
X (r: t I$“(2r3)k I 

n!k! 
, {Fhz, 4) +F~L 4)) 3 (2.15) 

bb’ 

where the ri are the matrices 

(2.16) 

and 

- gfcde c j h 16~~ b&W ae(kV - ad(kh) a,f(kh)] 
. (2.17) 

In eq. (2.15) account was taken of the fact that the F1F4 and Ffi4 contributions 
have the same leading asymptotic behaviour as the F,FI contribution. All other 
contributions (F2F2, F2F3, F3F3) retain, after the d3Si and d3k integrations, expo- 
nential time factors which when integrating on d3p or d3q would lead to matrix ele- 
ments of higher order in l/ltl. 

In the asymptotic analysis of the SZr part of the hamiltonian one finds that the 
l/It1 contributions vanish because of the transversality of the canonical gauge fields l . 
Therefore eq. (2.15) defines the leading large time behaviour of the full interaction 
hamiltonian. 

3. Asymptotic spaces and symmetry modes 

Eq. (2.13, containing the leading (non-integrable) large time part of the hamil- 
tonian, can be used to define the asymptotic dynamics of the theory. As discussed 

l Similar terms in the covariant treatment of ref. [ 1 ] did not vanish because of the longitudinal 

component of I,, before the ~1~ + 0 limit (see the equations following eq. (2.12) in ref. 

111. 
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at some length in ref. [l] this consists in the construction of an asymptotic space 
of states which, although different from the actual states of the theory, have the 
same matrix elements in the limit of large times. 

As in ref. [l] the infrared operator ia, - i4: leads to a family of possible 
asymptotic vacua 

IN = exp(-i)i, . a,+)lCin) , (3.1) 

satisfying (ia, - io,‘)]X) = &Ix). The vector ICI) is annihilated by (ia, - ia:) and is 
formally related to the Fock space vacuum IO) by 

IR) = exp(+,+ . o,f)lO) . (3.2) 

However, this representation is merely a formal one, because ia2) would be non- 
normalizable if IO) has a finite norm, revealing that the asymptotic spaces are 
necessarily outside the interaction picture Fock space. 

A basis appropriate for the construction of the asymptotic spaces is obtained by 
operating with the interaction picture operatorsfi+(kh), b+@s), &(ps) on a partic- 
ular IN, generating a space VA= {IN,_a’(kX) . . . &+O,tst) ..* d+(qrrr) . . . Ih)}. The 
asymptotic space would then be the subspace HA C VA consisting of the vectors that 
obey the equation 

(3.3) 

The situation is illustrated in fig. 1. In the manifold of possible asymptotic vacua 
one represents by lines the orbits obtained by the gauge group action. These orbits 
are then basis manifolds for a bundle whose fibers are the linear spaces VA. The 
asymptotic spaces are the time-dependent subspaces HA (solutions of eq. (3.3)) or 
coherent superpositions thereof. Even without solving eq. (3.3) one sees that the 
general symmetry-breaking conclusions are, as expected, the same as in ref. [ 11, 
namely : 

(i) Except for the isolated point & = 0, global transformationsg of the non-abelian 
gauge group G map vectors in HA on vectors in a different space Hgh. Therefore a 
realization of the gauge theory with HA as the asymptotic space corresponds to a 
spontaneous symmetry breaking mode (induced by the infrared behaviour). 

Fig. 1. Structure of the asymptotic spaces for non-abelian gauge theories. 
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(ii) The second possibility is a symmetric mode obtained by symmetry restora- 
tion. In this case instead of HA one uses the direct integral spaces J d/.&) Hg, each 
vector being an unweighed superposition of group transformed states. 

For the asymptotic spaces constructed in ref. [l] we have checked explicitly that 
in any one of the restored symmetry states the expectation value of any charge 
component always vanishes, i.e., charges are not observable quantities. This agrees 
with the general picture of non-abelian superselection rules [7] in gauge theories. 
In fact Gauss’ law in gauge theories forces the group generators to commute with 
all local observables and their non-abelian nature bars the charges from being ob- 

servable. 
Superselection sectors are labelled by the Casimir operator’s eigenvalues and in 

all but the singlet sector one has more than one vector corresponding to the same 
physical state. A description of non-singlet physical states must therefore depart 
greatly from the usual quantum-mechanical set-up, namely in that there is no com- 
plete commuting set of observables. Moreover, in the explicit construction of ref. 

[I] it was found that only the singlet states are eigenvalues of the charges. 
However, if one allows for this departure of the usual quantum-mechanical 

framework, one cannot absolutely exclude the existence of non-singlet states. It is 
therefore of interest to see whether the asymptotic potentials derivable from eq. 
(2.15) put any extra constraints on non-singlet states. 

Before analysing this question one should notice that, & being a vector both in 
the internal gauge space and in 3-dimensional space, the most general realization of 
gauge theories could simultaneously imply spontaneous breaking of gauge and rota- 
tional (Lorentz) invariance. When, to agree with experimental fact, one applies the 
mechanism of symmetry restoration to recover rotational invariance, does one 
render the angular momentum quantities unobservable like the non-abelian charges? 
The answer, of course, is no, because rotations do not define superselection rules. 
In an explicit construction as in ref. [l] this corresponds to the fact that, whereas 
charges and their directions are defined only in relation to the quantization in the 
internal space, angular momentum directions are defined relative to an external 
frame tied to the observer l . 

4. Effective potentials 

Let the vector )Ca that labels the coherent vacuum have the form 1, =pl,. This 
form decouples internal and external (space-time) symmetry structures. 

Operating on the asymptotic spaces constructed from the 1X) vacuum, the opera- 

* Kibble [8] was probably the first to point out that the basic operational difference between 
superselection rules and regular symmetries is tied to the availability of external frames for 

the conserved quantities. 
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tor r’i becomes 

Experimental fact indicates that, whether the internal symmetry group is spon- 
taneously broken or not, rotational invariance is always a good symmetry, i.e., one 
should always restore this symmetry by integrating the kernel h@, q), 

c 2n +k+ 1 (n t/c- l)! 

n,k (2n+k- l)! 
n!k, r: + Wvwk , 

. 
(n+k#O) 

(4.2) 
over all p directions. A straightforward computation using (4.1) yields 

1 2n t 2k + 1 =- n + L c‘ (n t 2k - l)! 4kCg:(v) ,2M2)n+k 

u,ltl 
2 &k (2n t 2k - l)! n!(2k)! (2n + 2k + l)!! 

(n+k#O) 

x 
c 

1 +e&jr)2j2"-' 

2162j 
x (2l-2i+2k- 1)!!(2i- 1)!!(2n -21- I)!! 

(4.3) 
where 

v=q(u,+u,), u, = up - t+ . 

Notice that because of the factors ($) and (F!j) the sum over i is constrained by 
i-2k<j<21-i. 

For the spontaneous symmetry breaking mode one chooses a particular fixed I, 
and Mab is a non-diagonal matrix. 

For the restored symmetry mode one integrates over the hypersphere 111 = corist 
in internal space. The problem consists in finding the isotropic averages of the 
matrices ( facb~icfb~c’b ,I 1 )N when i takes all possible directions in internal space. 
The trace of facblic f~~c~&~ does not depend on the direction off; hence the easiest 
way to find the isotropic average consists in finding a particular direction (for 
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example 3-direction for W(2), 8direction for SU(3)) for which this matrix is a 
multiple of an idempotent matrix, compute the trace of its iVth power and divide 
by the dimension of the internal space- 

For SU(2) the result is 

Vacb’ $fb’c’&‘r” = C-1)” jsa, 9 (4.4a) 

and for W(3) 

= (-l)N($yli+6ab. (4.4b) 

The kernel, eq. (4.3), together with (4.4) for the unbroken internal symmetry case 
gives us the expression for the effective (long-distance) non-abelian Coulomb poten- 
tial. The general expression (4.3) is fairly complex and so far we have not been able 
to represent its sums as standard functions. However for special geometrical condi- 
tions it simplifies substantially. For instance for two particles in the c.m. frame, i.e., 
V’= 0, one obtains 

(4.5) 

Using eqs. (4.4) one finds for the effective non-abelian Coulomb potential in the c.m. 
frame in the symmetric case: 

V,, = ;[u + b cos(.@)] , (4.6) 

where a = 4 b = 3 for SU(2) and a = b = i for SU(3). 

The non-local factor cos({u,) sums up the long-range effects of charged soft gluons 
to all orders ing. It therefore improves over previous attempts to obtain the static 
non-abelian potentials [9]. Although very different from the abelian Coulomb poten- 
tial (namely in level multiplicity for large values of g*{) and potentially interesting 
for phenomenological applications, the fact that it is bound by l/r means it cannot 
provide the same kind of “energetic confinement” of colour triplets that a linear or 
logarithmically rising potential could. However, this does not entirely rule out the 
possibility that non-abelian gauge theories might contain a dynamical mechanism 
favouring colour singlets. Even a potential that decreases for large separations can, 
through cooperative effects, lead to pair condensation, for example. Further insight 
in this issue would require the solution of eq. (3.3) with the general kernel (4.3). 
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